Observer OPTION-5
Translation Procedure
This document outlines the Standard Translation Procedure for Observer OPTION 5
and should be reviewed by all individuals seeking to translate the measure.
Please do not hesitate to contact the Observer OPTION-5 team with questions or
concerns regarding any aspect of translation.
To maintain consistency with the original version of Observer OPTION 5, translations
must be protected by Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives
licenses.
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Observer OPTION-5 Translation Process
Translations of Observer OPTION-5 should adhere to the following process to ensure
consistency among versions of the questionnaire. These guidelines are drawn from
those developed by AHRQ’s CAHPS II Cultural Comparability Team 1 and are consistent
with leading translation methods in the survey research field. 2 While backward
translation is suggested by some sources,3 it is not a required component of the
Observer OPTION-5 translation protocol. While no guidance is provided on the
required credentials of the independent translators, we encourage the selection of
individuals who are suitably qualified. No specific expertise in healthcare is required.

Two independent translations with
attention to key elements of
.*

Bilingual reviewer compares
Original (English), Translation 1,
and Translation 2 and selects the
preferred translation, or offers a
third translation and comments
where appropriate.

Testing of questionnaire translation
via cognitive interviews with potential
end users fluent in the target
language.**

Translation committee (two
translators and reviewer) meets to
review and reconcile translations by
consensus.

*While no guidance is provided on the required credentials of the independent translators, we encourage the selection of
individuals who are suitably qualified. No specific expertise in health care is required.
**Cognitive interviews with the target population may shape the extent to which Key Elements guidelines (below) are
practicably applied to the final translation.
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Key Elements of Observer OPTION-5 Development
Observer OPTION 5 was designed to an observer-based measure of shared decision
making (SDM). The five items represent five key behaviors / steps that constitute SDM.
These behaviors are derived from the teaching model called ‘the three-talk model of
SDM’,4 as well as the more foundational concepts described in collaborative deliberation
model.5
Observer OPTION-5 was developed as a response to the use of Observer OPTION-12, a
precursor measure.6 Translations should allow for cultural adaptations needed for clarity,
while prioritizing a high degree of fidelity to the original English version of the measure.
We ask that translation teams pay particular attention to the exact phrasing of Observer
OPTION-5, ensuring that subsequent translations of the measure remain as closely aligned
to the English version as possible.
We recommend that you read the paper published by Elwyn et al. 7 describing the
development of Observer OPTION-5 as this will provide further detail regarding the
rationale behind Observer OPTION-5 items. Pay attention to the manual as well as the
concepts covered by the items are explained in more detail.
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